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March Of The Ants
Slapshock

March of the ants

Intro:D-D#-D-C-C-G(2X)
C         G#      G
I m alone tonight wont you look into my eye
C         G#         D-D#-D-C
I see your fear again
C         G#      G
See the signs just like a scripture in my mind
C         G#         D-D#-D-C
Spinning then again

[cho]
C           G#
This is the time
            C
This is the place
             G#          C  
When all my fear will go away
             G#
This is the life 
             C
This is the pain 
D-D#-D-C
That you keep on giving me everyday
C           G#  C             G#
This is the TIME! When all my fear will go away.
C           G#   D-D#-D-C
This is the PLACE!That you keep on giving me everyday
C-G#-G
C-G
D-D#-D-C

C           G#   G
So take the time hold your breath 
                    C   G#         D-D#-D-C
And feel this rhyme let it out again
C           G#   G  
Miss the pain i ll be around to ride again
C     G#         D-D#-D-C
Rollercoaster ride

Repeat chorus
[cho]
C           G#
This is the time
            C



This is the place
             G#          C  
When all my fear will go away
             G#
This is the life 
             C
This is the pain 
D-D#-D-C
That you keep on giving me everyday
C           G#  C             G#
This is the TIME! When all my fear will go away.
C           G#   D-D#-D-C
This is the PLACE!That you keep on giving me everyday

Instrumental:C-D-D#D-C(3X)G-G  or C-D-D#D-C(3X)G#-G#

The pattern here is C-G-G# all over

How can i come down when i m feeling too high
I gotta see the blood it s running through your eye
I try to wipe your face so you can see the skies
So live your life and don t complicate your mind

C-G-G# 
This is the time 
This is the place 
This is the time

C-G-G# 
This is the time 
This is the place 
This is the...
Time!!!!
Repeat chorus

Enjoy!!!!!Hi to Vlad and Aj!!!Peace!!This song is dedicated to all Slapshock
fans
in Baguio City as well as the rockers!I highly recommend power chords here.Thank
you!

The tabs for this song-COMING SOON......


